Tatting Inspiration
with Picot Gauge Set
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How to Use a Picot Gauge
Method A: Parallel to shuttle thread.
1)Place the thread of the left hand in front
of the gauge.
2) Make the first half stitch pulling it to
the bottom of the gauge and sliding it to
the previous stitch: then make the second
half stitch.

Method B: Placed next to last stitch.
*Using this method will create a picot approx. half the size
indicated on gauge. Please note this will not be true for 1mm
and 2mm gauges.

Picot Gauge Sizes

1mm
2mm
3mm
5mm
7mm
10mm
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Tatted Pendant Necklace
Materials Needed:

*Clover Tatting Shuttle Art No. 8102
*#10 Tatting Thread
*Clover Picot Gauge Art No. 8104 (5mm)
*Necklace chain

Abbreviations:
- Picot
- - Large Picot

+ join
R ring

11

12

R 10 -5 - - 5-10

* R 10+5 - - 5-10

14

15

Continue from * until
you’ve made 9 rings.

13

Join to last picot
from previous ring.

Diagram
Finish off after 9th ring is
made.

16 Attach pendant to a

Use pins to block
tatted pendant.

Blocking will keep
project in desired
shape

necklace chain.

Enjoy your pendant
necklace!
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Tatted Bracelet
Materials Needed:
*Clover Tatting Shuttle
Art No. 8102
* #10 Tatting Thread
Clover Picot Gauge
*1/4” Ribbon to thread
through your bracelet
*Clover Picot Gauge
Art No. 8104 (7mm)

Bracelet by: Fran Ortmeyer

NOTE: you can use any size
thread you choose. Work piece for
as long as you want before threading the ribbon. Be aware that the
bracelet will “shrink” as you weave
the ribbon through so make sure
you have worked a length you will
be pleased with.

INSTRUCTIONS:
NO JOINS in the tatting. Just tat the rings
and chains and then weave the ribbon through.
Ring (15 --- 15) turn
Chain ( 2 --- 2) turn

Written out:
Ring: tat 15, 3 picot, tat 15
Chain: tat 2, 3 picot, tat 2, turn
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See all our
free project sheets
at www.clover-usa.com
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